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Summary  
Olpad Dandi area is highly prospective, since this area has already many hydrocarbon producing wells. We feel that the 

conventional time based processing was not able to clearly map complexities of subsurface fault System, and strati-structural 

features in regional sense. To relook into these aspects and understand the petroleum system of this area it was decide to 

reprocess different seismic campaigns into single dataset followed by 3D prestack depth migration with refined velocity depth 

model could throw more light on the reservoir structures and transform the depth volume in term rock and fluid properties across 

the entire area, and could enhance the productivity of the area in big way. 
    

    

Introduction  

 
The exploration history of this area starts back to 1959-60  
with the acquisition of 2D survey, since than Several 2D 
surveys have been carried out The integrated interpretation 
carried out on the basis of these 2D Grids were inadequate 
to map the geological complexities of subsurface i.e strati-

structural features and thus a definitive structural picture 
has not been available over this area of study. To have a 
better understanding of subsurface  structural and 
strattigraphy of this area, it was decide  to have the entire 
area with 3D seismic data covered by four  different 
seismic surveys. Each seismic campaign has been 
processed and interpreted individually.   
 

Figure 1 : Location map of the study area 

 
To reduce the exploration risk and increase the accuracyof 
the complex hydrocarbon reservoir model of this area itwas 
decided to go for Prestack depth based processing.As 
requirement for depth migration is preprocessed 
highquality prestack time gathers, so special care was 

takenduring time based reprocessing followed by 
depthmigration and velocity model building through 
tomographic updates. 
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Geological setting 

Figure 2 : Tectonic map of South Cambay Basin 

 

Cambay basin is intracratonic rift graben having NNW- 
SSE to N-S trending. It is flanked on the north-east by 

Aravalli ridge on east and south by the deccan carton and 
west by Saurashtra craton. This basin is bounded by 
basement margin faults. Tectonically the basin is divided 
into seven blocks from north to south .our study area falls 
in Narmada block. This basin had been developed in three 
structural stages, of which lower is represented by 
Mesozoic rock, the middle by deccan traps and the upper 
one represented by Palaeogene and Neogene rocks. The 

major producing formations are of middle Eocene, 
Oligocene and Miocene age. 
 
The study area as shown in Figure-1 is surrounded in north 
by Kim , Elao , Katpur oil & gas field, in south west by 
Kosamba oil and gas field, .Ankleshwar field lies in north 
northeast, while towards south lies Olapd, Hazira and  
Offshore Laxmi  field  

 

Acquisition details   

 
The area has been surrounded by various 2D/3D seismic  

campaign. The acquisition parameters for the prestack 
merged volumes under study area as given below. The 
acquisition geometries clearly indicate that They are quite 
similar for different surveys. Merging these campaigns 
during processing could lead more or less seamless dataset. 

 

Processing 

 
Lots of emphasis given on understanding available data ie 
preccondtioning of data, minimization of noises, 
improvement of S/N ratio and borehole data for calibration 
of geological data for velocity refinement. 
 

As input for 3D depth migration is preprocessed Time 
gathers and RMS velocities, so special efforts were taken to 
eliminate surface-wave noise known as ground roll, one of 
the most troublesome noises of land data, its presence 
masks the reflections of deeper targets of interest. As such, 
these ground rolls has to be eliminated during data 
acquisition or data processing.   
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Figure 3 : Raw  Record with ground rolls 

 

 
Figure 4 : Conditioned Raw Record 

 

 
To focus on the underlying reflections we used  filters 
based on wave  transformation to eliminates them, Figure3  
indicate the presence of ground rolls, these  has been 
attenuated by wave based filters as shown  in Figure-4 and 
thus increasing the S/N ratio of the shot gathers. The 
processing sequence given below was used to data quality 

during various preprocessing stages, since they have impact 
on velocities, statics and migration, as they directly 
contribute towards better subsurface images 
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Figure 5 : PSTM section vintage data 

Figure 6 : PSTM section reprocessed data 

The figure-5 & figure-6 clearly indicate the time based 

reprocessing have brought out better data quality in term of 
resolution and continuity. 

 

Velocity model building process 

   
Prestack depth migration plays a important role in imaging 
subsurface having strong lateral velocity variations which 
are related to lithology contrast and to steep dips of the 
subsurface structures. As Building a velocity model is a 
highly interpretive procedure so we have laid out a strategy 
to first identify the velocity contrast interfaces on time 
migrated volume and ten horizons were picked on different 
velocity interface that correspond different formations . 

Time migrated surface maps were generated and calibrated 
with borehole data with interaction from interpreter. These 
maps were demigrated to time structural surfaces with 
migration velocity field.   
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Figure 7 : RMS velocity volume for PSDM 

Figure 8 : Interval velocity depth section 

We have used a combine approach for estimating interval  
velocities for layers by Dix method and layer stripping 
method through coherency inversion method. Depth maps 
for these horizons were created using normal incidence and 
image ray map migration technique. Depth and interval 

velocity maps were used to create velocity volume in depth 
domain. Figure-8 is showing one of the inline from 
velocity cube, It is seen that the velocity model is following 
the lithological  boundaries,also some velocity anomaly is 
being observed at shallow region , which mark the presence 
of gas while figure-9 shows the interval velocity model 
overlaying prestack depth migrated section, it is   observed 
from the section that low velocity zone correspond to high 

amplitude anomaly  as seen in shallow portion  mark the 
presence of gas reservoir as validated by well data. 

Figure 9 : Interval velocity depth section overlaid 

Figure 10 : Final velocity depth  volume 

We have used a combine approach for estimating interval  
velocities for layers by Dix method and layer stripping 

method through coherency inversion method. Depth maps 
for these horizons were created using normal incidence and 
image ray map migration technique. Depth and interval 
velocity maps were used to create velocity volume in depth 
domain. figure-8 is showing one of the inline from velocity 
cube, It is seen that the velocity model is following the 
lithological  boundaries, also some velocity anomaly is 
being observed at shallow region , which mark the presence 

of gas while figure-9 shows the interval velocity model 
overlaying prestack depth migrated section, it is   observed 
from the section that low velocity zone correspond to high 
amplitude anomaly  as seen in shallow portion which mark 
the presence of gas reservoir as validated by well data. 
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Before running prestack depth migration travel times were 
calculated using spherical eikonal method. It calculates 
travel times for isotropic media.  In the case of steeply 
dipping interfaces this method selects the shortest arrival 
paths .The travel times grids are chosen judiciously as it 

affect the imaging quality  
 
3D Kirchhoff PreSDM was used as a tool for updating , 
refining velocity depth model.and imaging. Flatness of 
events on image gathers signifies the correct velocity 
models., however some degree of  delays in  moveout was 
observed on depth gathers .  
 

Delay maps were creates from dense residual moveout 
picks, the maps were geostatistically filtered to improve the 
picking reliability. and later fed to global layer based  
tomography engine.  
 
Three iterations of tomography were carried out to get 
updated final velocity depth model as shown in figure-10, 
This model has a characteristics of lithology and structural 

information, which is expected to provide value addition in 
mapping the subsurface features of the study area. Final 
Prestack Depth Migration was run with this model for 
production run.  
 

Results and Observations 

Figure-11: PSTM (OLD) section for inline-AA indicating a poor 

resolution 

Figure-12 : PSDM section scaled to time clearly Indicating better 

especially at shallow region. 

Figure-13 : PSTM(OLD) section for inline-BB Indicating a poor 

focusing of reflector at both shallow and deeper reflector. 
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Figure-14: PSDM section for inline-BB scaled to time indicates   

the continuity of the reflectors has improved at both shallow and 

deeper level  
 

It has been observed PSDM section has better continuity 
and focused images as compared to PSTM section. Depth 
migrated images has shown significant improvement in 
term of clarity focusing and resolution of the seismic 
reflectors as shown in figure-13 &14. PSDM results should 
add more value addition to fulfill the exploration objective 
of finding additional gas reserves. 
 

Figure-15  Seismic and Borehole calibration (PSDM) 

Figure-16 : RC Line connecting oil & gas wells (PSDM) 

Figure-17 Zoom version of figure-18 (marked by rectangle) 
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Figure-18: RC line connecting different wells showing the structural trend of the study area (PSDM) 

 

Well calibration is an important factor for PSDM Figure15 
shows the calibration of seismic with borehole. At one of 
the well location and the mistie observed was within the 
acceptable limit. It is also observe from figure-16  & 
figure-18 which are reconstructed sections connecting well 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K that the definition of faults 

and continuity of the events has enhanced. It is also evident 
from above depth sections that amplitude anomalies has 
been observed particularly at shallow levels  
       
The zoomed section represented by figure-17 clearly 

indicate that PSDM has brought up faults and structural 
pattern at deeper level much better and these interesting 
structural features could play a major role in hydrocarbon 
entrapment.   

Conclusions 

• Reprocessing workflow abled us to get high quality 
prestack gathers, which are of prime requirements for 
PSDM processing.. 

• Refined 3D velocity depth model methodology. 
PreSDM has provided superior imaging and 
positioning of the events.  

• Depth imaging is widely being us as an exploration 
tool for an imaging unkown area.  

• The study area is highly prospective so PSDM volume 
should add more value addition to fulfill exploration 
objective of finding more hydrocarbon reserves at 
both shallow & deeper levels. 
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